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ABSTRACT:  
In this paper I carry out a quantitative analysis of lexical coincidences between nine medieval Spanish 
versions of a section of the Book of Judges  in the Old Testament. The purpose of this analysis is  to obtain 
an overview of the lexical variation in Spanish medieval biblical translation through the application of 
co-occurrence methods, correlation coefficients, clusters, principal component analysis and my own 
method of integration. The results of these quantitative analyses are compared with the relationships 
proposed in previous studies concerning the degree of relationship between the different Old Spanish 
biblical translations. 
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In this paper I intend to carry out a quantitative analysis of lexical coincidences 
between medieval Spanish versions of a section of the Book of Judges in the Old 
Testament, for which all existing versions offer a complete translation. The 
purpose of this study is to obtain an overview of the lexical variation in Spanish 
medieval bibles through the application of various statistical methods. 
 First, in this section I explain the method for laying out comparative lexical 
data in form of a two-dimensional array of source texts and linguistic forms. I 
analyze Chapters 13 to 16 of the Book of Judges in the Old Testament, which 
                                                     
1 The research developed for this  paper was originaly presented at the XI I I  Oxford Forum 
of Iberian Studies on Variation and Change in  Ibero -Romance,  held at the University of  
Oxford in 2008. The paper,  which remained unpublished, has been expanded and 
translated into Engl ish for this  occasion. I  would l ike to thank AndrésEnrique-Arias for 
providing me with bibliographical references as well as for his  suggestions concerning  
different stages of this  research . Likewise I  wish to thank  Javier Muñoz-Basols  for his  
help with proofreading  the Engl ish version, and Javier Pueyo and Enrique Pato for 
their  comments  on my first draft of  this  paper .  This study was supported by the JSPS 
KAKENHI Grant Number 24520453  (Japan).  
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correspond to the story of Samson2. Within the wide corpus of medieval Bibles, 
those chapters appear in the following nine texts (listed in chronological order3): 
 
Fazienda. Fazienda de ultramar. University of Salamanca 1997. Date 
of composition: ca. 1200, date of copy: 1230. Translated from 
Hebrew. 
E8. Escorial I.i.8. Date of composition: ca. 1250, date of copy: ca. 1400. 
Translated from Latin. 
GE. General estoria. Madrid, National Library 816. Date of 
composition: ca. 1270-1280, date of copy: 1272-1275. Translated from 
Latin. 
E4. Escorial I.i.4. Date of composition: the first third of the fifteenth 
century. 1400-1430, date of copy: 1400-1430. Translated from 
Hebrew. 
E7. Escorial I.i.7. Date of composition: the first third of the fifteenth 
century, date of copy: ca. 1400-1430.  Translated from Hebrew. 
E19. Escorial I.ii.19. Date of composition: the first third of the 
fifteenth century, date of copy: ca. 1420. Translated from Hebrew. 
Ajuda. Ajuda Library 52-xii-1. Date of composition: the first third of 
the fifteenth century, date of copy: ca. 1420-1430. Translated from 
Hebrew. 
Alba. Biblia de Alba. Madrid, Palacio de Liria. Date of composition: 
1420-33, date of copy: 1420-1433. Translated from Hebrew. 
E3. Escorial I.i.3. Date of composition: the first third of the fifteenth 
century, date of copy: ca. 1425-1450. Translated from Hebrew. 
 
 Of these versions, E7 and E19 on the one hand as well as Ajuda and E3 on 
the other are testimonies of the same translation. Still I include these versions in 
the analysis to see their lexical proximity compared to other parallel texts.  
 As for the lexicon, for the purpose of investigating the lexical variation 
between the texts cited above, I have eliminated those cases in which all the 
translation use the same Spanish equivalente. For example: (13:04) bever, vino, 
                                                     
2 The texts used in this  analysis  have been provided by Andrés Enrique-Arias,  who heads 
the Bibl ia Medieval  research project .  The materia ls  are currently avai lable in  the 
project’s  website at  www.bibl iamedieval.es . 
3
 The chronologica l data are  from Enrique-Arias (2011).  For bibliographical  information 
on Medieval Spanish bibl ical  texts, see  Morreale  (1969),  Sánchez-Prieto Borja (2002)  
and Avenoza and Enrique -Arias (2005).  
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comer; (13:06) marido, decir; (13:08) hacer, nascer; (14:03) fija, hermano; 
(14:18) leon, arar; (15:15) asno; (15:19) agua; (16:03) puerta, etc. These words 
are repeated in all the texts analyzed and thus do not show anything particular 
about the lexical character of any of the texts. 
 In order to focus exclusively on lexical aspects, graphophonemic, 
morphological and syntactic permutations have been disregarded. For this 
reason, I have changed the spelling of <çi>, <çe> to <ci>, <ce> and I have 
normalized the use of <i> and <u> as vowels, and <j> and <v> as consonants4. 
Variable spellings such as <np> - <mp>, <nn> - <ñ>, <pp> - <p>, etc. have all been 
converted into a common form (i.e., the second option in each pair). Some 
specific cases, such as translation equivalents sizra, sidra, sisra ‘intoxicating 
drink’ have been considered as variants of the same lexical unit sidra. In addition, 
in those cases in which variants reflect some change in progress (i.e. omne / 
ombre; aparescer / aparecer; levar / llevar; ondrar / (h)onrar , etc.), the variants 
in question have been treated as equivalent across all texts. 
 Morphosyntactic variation does not affect the discussion undertaken in this 
paper either, so that (13:20) cielos / cielo; (13:07) aver un fijo / aver fijo; su 
nombre / nombre (13:06); fablar con / a / por / fablar (14:07); guardarse, ser 
guardado / guardar (13:13), etc. have all been changed to the latter form listed 
in each grouping. 
 In contrast to inflectional variants, derivational ones are treated as cases of 
lexical variation. These are the result of word formation, and when a word is 
derived from another, the two words are considered as different forms from the 
lexical point of view. For example: levarse / levantarse (13:11); mostrar / 
amostrar / demostrar (13:23); septimo / seteno (14:17); cabra / cabrito (13:15); 
carreillada / carrillo (15:17); aborrir / aborrescer (14:16); adevinanciella / 
adevinança (14:18); raposa / raposo (15:04); llegar / allegar (16:09); quebrar / 
quebrantar (16:21); crescer / acrescer (16:22); estruir / destruir (16:24). 
 With the purpose of determining the distance and similarity between the 
texts, in this study lexical variation does not only refer to a single word, but can 
also refer to a number of words that constitute an expression with the same or 
similar meaning. What I am interested in analyzing is how a given semantic unit 
is expressed in varying forms, for example: (15:01) después de tiempo / después 
de esto a pocos dias / acabo de dias / a cabo de un año. While these expressions 
are not precisely synonymous, these variants are translation equivalents inserted 
                                                     
4
 For graphemic questions see Fernández López (1996) and Sánchez -Prieto Borja (1998).  
I  discussed a particular aspect of  the spel l ings of < i>, <j>  and <y>  in Ueda (2010).  
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in the same context of occurrence in different texts. Another example is: (14:09) 
por el camino / por la carrera / andando. 
 Within the same context, I also find non-synonymous expressions: ver / 
echar con / aver pleito con / entrar con / ir a / estar con (15:01); fermoso / mejor 
(15:02); casa / camara / cillero (16:09). These variants should be considered as 
lexico-pragmatic variants. 
 On the other hand, there are also cases of mismatched parts of speech, for 
example (13:2), in which no grammatical correspondence is found: 
 
E8: Fue vn hombre de saraa & del linage de dan que ouo nombre 
manue (...) 
GenEs: En aquella sazon era en Saraa vno del Linage de Dan & 
llamauanle Manue (...) 
E3: E auja vn omne de çora de linaje de dan & su nonbre manoah (...) 
 
 The above example demonstrates a case of synonymous expressions: 
llamarse (‘to be called’) and su nombre es (‘his name is’). Such examples are 
included in this analysis as cases of lexical variation. 
 In total I have found 520 cases of lexical variation based on the definitions 
explained above. I begin the analysis by means of a two-dimensional table 
contrasting all the examples, with the corresponding line number (chapter and 
verse) on the vertical axis and the identifiers of the source texts on the 
horizontal axis5:  
 
 
Table 1. Contrastive summary 
 
 To calculate a correlation coefficient for each pair of source texts, it is 
necessary to convert this contrastive table into a table listing the occurrences of 
                                                     
5 To consult the analysis  programs in Excel  VBA which I  have developed for treatment of 
digital texts  see http:// lecture.ecc.u-tokyo.ac. jp/~cueda/gengo/index.html.  
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each linguistic form: 
 
 
Table 2. Distribution of occurrences 
 
 
2. CORRELATION MATRIX AND CLUSTER 
 
 To observe the relationships between each pair of texts, the correlation 
coefficient Phi in its modified version ('Phi) is calculated from four data points:  
 
X / Y Y (+) Y (-) 
X (+) a (x+, y+) b (x+, y-) 
X (-) c (x-, y+) d (x-, y-) 
Table 3. Four points: a, b, c, d 
 
where the point (a) corresponds to the number of cases in which both X and Y 
are positive (+) (i.e. a given semantic unit is observed in both texts), (b) 
corresponds to the number of incidences of X and not Y (i.e. the semantic unit 
appears in text X but not in text Y), (c) is the inverse of (b); and in (d) both X and 




 (a + b)(a + c)
  
 




 (a + b)(a + c)(b + d)(c + d)
  
 
It has been changed in order to exclude cases in point (d) indicating common 
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negative observations (i.e. a given expression does not appear in either of the 
two texts being compared), which has been proved to be irrelevant to the study 
of the variable lexicon. 
 The result of the calculation is as follows: 
 
 
Table 4. Modified correlation coefficients, phi 
 
 Observing this table, it is evident that some pairs of texts show a high level 
of correlation, while others show a relatively low one. For example the 
correlation coefficient of the pair of Ajuda and E3 is 0.882, the highest of the 
group. The correlation coefficient of the pair E7 - E19 is also high, 0.865. Should 
one want to assess the proximities relative to a fixed variable, these figures can 
also be listed in ascending or descending order. For example, with regard to the 
text of Ajuda, the figures can be presented as follows: E3: 0.882, E4: 0.615, E7: 
0.482, E19: 0.474, Alba: 0.457, E8: 0.258, Fazienda: 0.241, GE: 0.197, indicating a 
descending level of correlation. 
 From the correlation matrix, a dendrogram can be produced via cluster 
analysis (method of mean values between groups)6: 
 
                                                     
6
 For further information  on c luster analysis, see Romesburg’s  monograph (1989) ,  
recommended for its  completeness and applicabil ity for research in the social  
sciences.  
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Figure 1. Dendrogram 
 
The graph can be interpreted either from right to left or from left to right. 
Starting from the right side, it can be observed that the figure is basically split 
into two groups {E8, GE} and {Fazienda, E7, E19, E4, Ajuda, E3, Alba}, with 
Fazienda the first to deviate from the latter group, and then Alba. The remaining 
texts can be grouped as follows: {E7, E19} and {E4, Ajuda, E3}. By drawing a 
vertical line at any point, it is possible to establish provisional groupings. For 
instance, the vertical line in Figure 2 enables a classification into three main 
groups: {E8, GE}, {Fazienda}, {E7, E19, E4, Ajuda, E3, Alba}. For each group and 
subgroup, the correlation coefficient that occurs at the point of connection is 
indicated. As this method uses the average value of coefficients between the 
groups, the figure is calculated as the sum of all correlation coefficients between 
relevant pairs divided by the total number of pairs. 
 In previous studies various groupings of biblical texts have been proposed7. 
According to the latest schemes derived by Lazar (1994) and Pueyo (1996), and 
modified by Pueyo (2008) as indicated by Avenoza (2008), the texts discussed 
here can be grouped by their line of descent as follows: {Fazienda}, {E3, Ajuda}, 
{Alba}, {E4}, {E7, E19} in the group of translations of the Hebrew original, 
separately from the texts translated from the Latin Vulgate: {E8, GE}. 
 My lexicostatistic taxonomy basically coincides with this genealogical group. 
The position of Fazienda, of Hebrew origin, is noteworthy, as it maintains its 
independence up to the point marked as 0.237, where it joins the rest of the 
family of texts translated from Hebrew. Alba is also independent to some extent 
                                                     
7
 See Berger (1899), L lamas (1950-1955), Morreale (1960), Amigo Espada (1983), 
Avenoza (2001).  
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from the rest of the Hebrew group. Within the family of Hebrew Bibles the 
closeness between E7 and E19, on the one hand, and between Ajuda and E3 on 
the other, is due to each pair being two testimonies of the same traslation. 
 The advantage of a dendrogram in the study of comparable texts is its ability 
to offer a multistratic classification based on accurate quantitative 
measurements. Ideally, the grouping based on qualitative philological analysis 
should coincide with the quantitative taxonomy offered by multiple correlation 




3. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
 
 The principal component analysis offers a new interpretation of the variables, 
which in our case are the biblical texts. It is intended to draw new component 
lines to explain the variation in the data matrix8. The result of this analysis is as 
follows: 
 
Table 5. Principal components 
 
 According to the table, the component 1 divides texts of the 13th century 
{Fazienda, E8, GE} from those of the 15th {E4, E7, E19, Ajuda, Alba, E3}. 
Component 2 in turn separates {Fazienda} from {E8, GE} by placing them at 
opposite ends of the distribution of values of that component, reflecting the 
independence of translation between the extreme two groups9. The chart below 
                                                     
8 See Woods et  al.  (1986:  273-295).  The Principal  Component  Analysis  is  one of  the 
multivariate methods seeking internal structure of numerica l information. I t  presents 
the main components expla ining the greatest variance in distribut ion, instead of the 
init ial coordinate axes.  By interpreting the first few components it  is  possible to fin  
new classification cr iteria of data variables  in a reasonable way. 
9  I  owe much to Francisco J.  Pueyo in these interpretations:  «Fazienda 's  bibl ical  
fragments tend to be a  very litera l t ranslation of the Hebrew text ; the translator 
Texto Componente 1 Componente 2 Componente 3 Componente 4 Componente 5
Fazienda -0.112 0.340 -0.313 0.763 0.310
E8 -0.004 -0.569 0.218 0.469 0.265
GenEs -0.094 -0.591 0.290 0.096 -0.065
E3 0.455 -0.189 -0.352 0.113 -0.241
Ajuda 0.466 -0.171 -0.332 0.087 -0.223
E19 0.400 0.273 0.498 0.121 -0.028
E7 0.405 0.238 0.499 0.164 -0.009
E4 0.398 -0.103 -0.180 -0.038 0.077
Alba 0.269 -0.070 -0.080 -0.355 0.846
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summarizes the strength of the various components, with the first two 
explaining 32.8% and 15.5% of the variability in the data, respectively: 
 
 
Table 6. Percentage of explanatory value 
 
 Then data in table 3.2 shows that the first division of the texts into those 
translated in the 13th century and those translated in the 15th century is twice 
as important as the division based on source language: {Fazienda}, which was 
translated from Hebrew as opposed to {E8, GE}, both translated from Latin. 
 
 
Figure 2. Tree groups 
 
 The lexical similarity between E8 and GE is remarkable, which is also verified 
in Table 4 and Figure 1. Another highlight is the fact that Alba is closer to the 
                                                                                                                                                              
probably had l itt le to do w ith the design of the book  and therefore did not have his  
own literary  intention. Precisely the most literary text of these versions would be that 
of  General Estoria ,  which inserts the biblica l  story into a  historical  narrative  and 
sometimes paraphrases the biblical  translated text.  It  is  actually easier to explain 
Component 2 considering that  the Fazienda  is  a translation from Hebrew and not from 
Latin,  which can c learly inf luence the lexical  choice  of both groups.  S imilarly , it  is  
worth pointing out that in this  Component 2 posit ive values of Fazienda  and E19/E7,  
and re latively low negative values of Alba would indicate dif ferent degrees of  
independence on the part  of  each one of the translators» [my translation].  
Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 Component 5
Eigen value 2.956 1.395 1.284 0.911 0.851
% 32.846 15.503 14.266 10.121 9.454
% (accumulated) 32.846 48.349 62.615 72.736 82.190
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group {E4, Ajuda, E3} than to the group {E7, E19} within the family of texts 
translated from Hebrew. 
 
 
4. CONCENTRATION  
 
 In Ueda (2006) I have developed a method for rearranging the two axes of 
the two-dimensional distribution table. The purpose of this method is to look at 
the distribution of occurrences (Table 2), through a procedure called 
"diagonalization" of a continuous distribution pattern, transforming the order of 
variables (in our case, texts) in a horizontal line and/or the order of linguistic 
forms in a vertical line. The distribution thus diagonalized allows a unified 
interpretation of both the vertical axis and the horizontal one. In the calculation, 
for the merit of accuracy, I use the Minkowski's formula instead of Euclidean 
distance, usually used to search the resemblance of distribution. The points 
marked in Figure 3 represent the cohesion of texts and linguistic forms at the 
same time: 
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Figure 3. Concentration 
 
 I have named this method concentration. By applying it I have found 
linguistic forms that are exclusive to each group: {1: Fazienda}, {2: E8, GE}, {3: E4, 
Ajuda, E3}, {4: E7, E19} and {5: Alba}10 (See Appendix). 
 This list consists of unique linguistic forms, i.e. those that are not present in 
more than one group, to the exclusion of other parallel texts in the same verse. 
In order to provide a quantitative analysis for this phenomenon of co-occurrence 
I have prepared the following table: 
                                                     
10 Llamas (1944: 233)  expla ins the originality of  Alba : «neither Arragel  [translator of 
Alba] real ly depends on the Escorial  version [E3], nor the latter on the version of the 
Rabbi» [my translation].  And then he emphasizes  the Hebrew character  of E3 adding 
that «(. . . ) after I -I -3 [E3] Arragel ’s  version is  the most Jewish of a ll  the Castil ian 
bibles» [ id . ].  
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Table 7. Co-occurrence 
 
 I would call attention here to the similarities between E8 and GE on the one 
hand, and E4, E3 and Ajuda on the other, which has been demonstrated also in 2. 
 Pueyo (1996: LVII) presents an equation of the Book of Judges as follows: [E3 
/ Ajuda ~ E19 = E7 ~ E4] ≠ Alba. My lexicostatistic taxonomy matches this 
equation except for the position of E4. According to the lexical data in Chapters 
13 to 16 of the Judges, E4 is closer to {E3 Ajuda} than to E7 (see Figures 1 and 2). 
Indeed, according to the latest study of Pueyo (2008), presented in Avenoza 
(2008: 40), in regards to the book of Judges, along with the Pentateuch and 
Joshua, «[E4] does not reproduce any other known romance translations, which 
makes it unique in the panorama of medieval Bibles (...). Thus, E4 was isolated in 




 To obtain a more complete description and classification of medieval texts 
and an explanation of the causes of the similarities and differences between 
them, several linguistic and extralinguistic analyses should be carried out11. 
Among the linguistic factors to be analysed, graphophonemic, morphosyntactic12, 
and lexical aspects should be considered in order to complement this study with 
special attention to quantitative aspects13. Some of the extralinguistic work, as 
                                                     
11 See, for example , Colón Domènech (2002).  
12 Enrique-Arias (2008), Vincis  (2009).  
13  Francisco J.  Pueyo in evaluating an earlier vers ion of this  paper suggests the 
fol lowing two points  which deserve further study :  «(1)  S ince we have taken into 
account dif ferent copies of the same text  (E7/E19 and E3/Ajuda)  it  would have been 
interesting to detai l and explain the type of v ariation found between each pair of  
copies ( i.e.  which categories exhibit  more or less  variat ion).  This analysis  would have 
contributed significantly to a better understanding of the mechanisms of lexical  
adaptation that  occurred in the copying  process in  the Middle  Ages.  (2)  The high 
degree of lexica l correlation between E8 and GE requires some form of  qualitative 
discussion, considering whether it  could be caused by a  direct  textual relat ionship or 
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characterics of graphs, paleographical allographs, abbreviations, etc., should also 
use statistical methods. Each one of these perspectives would offer interesting 
and complementary contributions, which should be assessed jointly in order to 
improve our understanding of the world of medieval biblical texts. 
The aim of this paper has been to propose the use of quantitative 
methods exclusively in lexical analysis. The sample text used in this analysis has 
been limited to four chapters of the Book of Judges. However, it could serve as a 
good example of how the quantitative methods described here could be applied 
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1: Fazienda: a (14:16), acordarse (16:23), adevinanciella (14:18), adevinar la 
palabra (14:14), adevinar la razon (14:19), adobar (13:15), adormir (16:19), 
alegrarse (16:23), aplegar (14:08), aplegarse (14:09), aprovescer (14:19), aptarse 
de (16:01), aver nombre (16:04), bever (13:14), brusco de las cabras (13:15), 
como era usage (14:10), complir palabras (13:12), contar (14:06), convidar 
(13:16), cortarle los cabellos (16:19), cosa suzia (13:04), crebantar con sus manos 
(14:09), cremar (15:05), cuello (16:03), cumplir las tus palabras (13:17), dar 
(16:18), dar (16:23), de noche (16:03), des que naciere (13:05), descubrir su 
coraçon (16:17), dezir (14:02), dezir la adivinanza (14:17), dezir so cuer (16:18), 
echar celada (15:09), echar celada (16:02), echar la mano en (16:29), echarse 
sobre sus fazes a tierra (13:20), emprenar (13:03), emprenarse (13:02), 
emprenarse (13:07), ensañe (14:08), estas cosas (13:23), fazer entender (13:23), 
fazer entender (13:23), fer sacrificio a (16:23), filisteo (14:19), fontana dagua 
(15:19), fuessa (16:31), gran comer (14:10), guiar de la mano (16:26), huessos 
(15:15), jazer (16:03), jogar (16:25), leon muerto (14:08), levar consigo (14:11), 
levarse (13:11), limbral (16:03), mancebo (13:05), mancebo (13:07), mancebo 
(13:08), mancebo (13:12), mancebo (13:24), mancebo (16:26), menuzar (14:06), 
miel (14:14), mil cien siclos de plata (16:05), mostrar (13:25), non tener nulla 
cosa en su mano (14:06), orar (13:08), pariente (16:31), placer (13:23), podestad 
(16:05), pregar (13:08), prender (13:19), prender (13:23), prender (14:08), 
prender (16:03), prender (16:03), prender muger (14:03), provescer sobre (14:06), 
que naciere (13:07), que no son de tu lei (14:03), rico omne (16:23), saltar (13:20), 
seder (13:09), septimo (14:15), soltar (14:18), suzio (13:07), tentar (16:26), 
trabajar en el molino (16:21), traer (16:25), trameter (13:08), troal dia desu 
muert (13:07), vaqujella (14:18), vengar (16:28), venir (14:05), venir (16:31), 
vestidura (14:12), villa (14:15). 
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2: E8, GE: aver fijo (13:03), aver fijo (13:07), dominar (16:05), donde venia 
(13:06), falagar (14:15), venir (16:05), falagar (16:05), mañana (16:02), ser 
señores (14:04), varon (13:08), venir (14:07), alegrarse (16:25), atar (15:04), 
atender (16:27), aver (16:06), barra (16:03), cabdieillo (16:30), capdieillo (16:27), 
capdieillos (16:08), cara (13:06), casa (16:09), clavo (16:14), cosa que no sea 
limpia (13:04), cuidar (15:02), dar vozes (15:14), de nervios (16:07), demandar 
(13:18), despojar (14:15), despues (16:04), dexar ir (15:05), dezir (16:04), durante 
su vida (16:30), echar (16:03), empuxar (16:19), entender (13:21), estar (16:31), 
facha (15:04), fazer dormir (16:19), fazer juegos (16:25), fazer parar (16:25), 
fierro (16:17), fincar (16:13), ir (14:19), jogar (16:25), levar (16:03), ligadura 
(16:09), ligar (16:05), ligar (16:12), ligar (16:13), ligar (16:21), lizo (16:13), llamar 
(16:09), llamar (16:12), mandar venir (16:25), matar (15:12), mentir (16:15), 
meter en mano de (15:12), meter en nuestras manos (16:24), mill & cient dineros 
de plata (16:05), morar (15:08), morar (16:04), no ser mi culpa (15:03), nunqua 
(16:17), parentesco (16:31), piedra (13:19), poner guardas (16:02), poner nombre 
(15:17), por la carrera (14:09), querer (13:16), raer (16:17), raer (16:19), recudir 
(16:07), rogar (16:28), romper (16:12), salir (14:05), segudir muy fuerte (16:30), 
ser derramado (15:09), somo (16:27), tañer (16:26), tejer (16:13), tomar (16:03), 
tomar (16:29), tomar (16:31), tomar vengança (15:07), trabajar (16:21), valentia 
(16:09), valentia (16:17), varon (16:27), vedar (15:01), veer (15:01), vencer 
(16:13), venir (15:14), venir (16:18),  
 
3: E3, E4, Ajuda: arder en fuego (15:14), casa delos presos (16:21), descender 
fuego (15:05), detener (13:15), empreñar (13:03), encima (16:27), entrar con 
(15:01), esta vez (15:03), fablar mentiras (16:13), fazer (14:10), fazer oir (13:23), 
fender (14:06), fender (15:19), ferida grande (15:08), heredar (14:15), moço 
(13:24), muerte (16:30), peña (15:08), pico de la peña (15:11), posar (15:14), 
preñada (13:07), prender (16:06), pueblo (16:30), que non fue fecho con ellas 
obra (16:11), rescebimiento (15:14), rodilla (16:19), sacrificar (16:23), señor 
(16:27), sepultura (16:31), ser (16:06), ser libre (15:03), ser su nombre (16:04), su 
nombre (13:02), subir (14:19), sus hermanos & todos los de casa de su padre 
(16:31), telar (16:14), tocar en (15:12), trebejar (16:27), villa (14:18), villa (16:03) 
 
4: E7, E19: a cabo de un año (14:08), a cabo de un año (15:01), aborrir (15:02), 
alcançar (14:18), alçar navaja (13:05), almaizares (14:12), almaizares y paños 
(14:19), andar (16:18), aparejar (13:15), apodestar en (14:04), apretar (16:29), 
ara (13:20), arriba (16:27), atahona (16:21), atar (15:04), atar (15:13), atar 
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(16:13), aver por nombre (13:02), aver por nombre (16:04), bezarse (13:25), 
caçar (15:04), castillo (15:08), castillo de la peña (15:11), cata (13:10), catulo 
(14:05), celada tener puesta (16:09), costumbre (13:12), criatura (13:08), criatura 
(13:24), daño (15:03), dar alabanças (16:24), dar salvacion (15:18), de cada dia 
(16:16), del vientre (13:07), demostrar (13:23), denunciar la apuesta (14:14), 
departir toda su voluntad (16:17), descubrir la poridad (14:17), desgarrar (14:06), 
desque viniere lo que dixiste (13:12), desta vez (15:03), dezir las mentiras (16:13), 
duque (16:27), echarle prisiones (16:21), echarse de fazes en tierra (13:20), 
empobrescer (14:15), encuentro (15:14), entender (14:04), entrar en (15:08), 
entregar en poder de (15:12), escabollir (16:20), escarnescer (16:25), escarnio 
(16:27), estar (16:29), estar en el mejor solaz (16:25), fablar (13:23), fasta el dia 
claroa (16:02), fazer gran sacrificio (16:23), fazer moledor (16:21), fortaleza 
(15:08), foyo (15:19), fresco (15:15), generacion (14:03), influir (15:14), ir (15:14), 
ir a (15:01), ir con (14:11), ir para (16:05), lleno de ira (14:19), llevar (14:10), 
logar (16:03), manojo (15:04), marido (15:02), matança grande (15:08), mentir 
(16:13), mimbre (16:07), mimbre (16:09), mirar (13:20), muchedumbre (14:08), 
non añadir mas a aparescer (13:21), pagarse de (16:04), palabra (16:16), panes 
(15:05), par mientes (16:05), parescer bien en ojos (14:07), perder la mi fuerça 
(16:11), placer en los ojos (14:03), por alegria (16:23), poridad (14:18), preguntar 
(16:05), quebrar (16:09), quebrar (16:12), querer ofrescer su anima ala muerte 
(16:16), quiça (14:15), reir (16:25), renuncio (14:15), rescibir (13:23), ruego 
(13:09), ser atadura (16:11), ser del señor (14:04), ser llegados (16:23), soler 
fazer (14:10), su derecha (16:29), su ezquierda (16:29), tan sola esta vegada 
(16:28), ternera (14:18), tesoro (16:18), texedura (16:14), tirarse (15:14), tirarse 
la fuerça (16:17), tomar preso (16:05), tornarse el alma (15:19), traer (16:25), 
traer (16:31), varon (15:11), varon (15:15), varones de mi pueblo (14:16), vegada 
(16:15), velar (16:02), venir (14:19), venir a (16:01) 
 
5: Alba: abraçar (16:29), absolver (14:19), adextrar (16:26), adversario (16:23), 
aflacar (16:07), aflacar (16:11), afligir (16:05), afligir (16:06), afligir (16:19), 
aparcearse con (14:11), arancar (16:12), asentar (15:09), asir (16:21), asir en 
(16:03), aun agora (16:13), aver nombre (15:19), avolverse a (16:01), burlar 
(16:13), buscar ocasion (14:04), cavillo (14:05), celda (15:01), ceradura (16:03), 
cerca de (14:16), cibdat (14:18), cognoscer (16:09), con gran gozo (16:23), 
confortar (13:25), congregarse (16:23), contar toda su voluntad (16:18), convenir 
(14:02), cordel (16:12), cosa no tener en su mano (14:06), cosa polluda (13:14), 
costumbrar (14:10), cuerpo muerto (14:08), dar alaridos et gozos (15:14), dar en 
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poder nuestro (16:24), dar en su poder (15:13), derrotar (15:08), descruir (16:24), 
dezir (15:18), dezir mentiras (16:13), dezir todo su coraçon (16:17), echar espia 
(16:02), echar mientes en (16:05), el tiempo del segar trigos (15:01), empuxar 
con muy grand fuerça (16:30), en aquel tiempo (14:04), encintar (13:03), enduzir 
(14:15), enduzir (16:05), enseñar (13:23), enseñar (13:23), escabulirse (16:20), 
espalda (16:03), esprimir con sus palmas (14:09), estar con (15:01), estar en cinta 
(13:05), estar ledos y callados (16:02), estenderse (15:09), examen (14:08), facer 
oracion (13:08), fasta cabo de (16:03), fasta este presente dia (15:19), fasta ya 
que alumbre la mañana (16:02), fazar grand salvacion (15:18), fazer gran 
matança (16:24), fazer honra (13:17), fazer juegos (16:27), fazer molinero 
(16:21), fazer ofrenda de (13:15), fierro (16:21), forçar (13:15), garote (16:14), 
garote (16:14), gente (16:30), grand ferida (15:08), habitar (15:08), haredar 
(14:15), holocasta (13:23), ir (15:11), ir (16:31), ir muy corriendo (13:10), joven 
(14:10), juizio (13:12), la otra (16:29), lançar (15:17), legar a tentacion de muerte 
(16:16), ligamientos (15:14), llamar (16:04), llamavan (13:02), llegar (14:05), 
llegarse (14:08), lo que dixeste (13:12), maginar (15:02), maillar contra el (14:05), 
mal querer (14:16), mal querer (15:02), miesses (15:05), mill ciento pesos de 
plata (16:05), mojado (16:07), muela (15:19), muger meretris (16:01), niño 
(13:05), niño (13:07), non circuncisos (15:18), non tornar mas a aparescer (13:21), 
nueva mente (13:09), oler (16:09), passar navaja (13:05), pegar (16:14), peña 
(15:11), pesar mucho (14:19), plañer (14:17), poner cerca (16:26), poner en 
fierros (16:21), poner sobre (13:19), principe (16:27), principe (16:30), principes 
(16:08), proponer (14:12), proposicion (14:15), proposicion (14:18), provescer 
sobre (14:19), provezir (15:14), pujar sobre (14:06), quanto (13:13), que non ayan 
conellos ninguna obra fecho (16:11), que secas no fuesen (16:07), quedar preso 
(16:06), querer (16:15), rapar (16:19), rapar (16:22), responder (15:02), 
responder (15:06), sacrificar grandes hostias (16:23), señorar (14:04), sif (15:08), 
soltar (15:05), solver la proposicion (14:14), sufrirse (16:26), tan sola esta vez 
(16:28), tañer (15:12), tejado (16:27), tela (16:14), tener conmigo (16:15), tener 
coraçones alegres (16:25), tirarsele la fuerça (16:19), todas aquestas cosas 
(13:23), tomar amor con (16:04), tornar (13:08), tornarse a (14:19), una mano 
(16:29), varon (16:19), veer (15:14), venir en tu nombre (13:17) 
